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Abstract- We used Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to make move predictions and validation in 

chess. The solution is designed in two modules. In the first module we utilize CNN model to select the 

right chess piece to make a smart move, defined as The Move Generation Model. Second module uses 

another CNN model to generate all other possible moves based on pre-trained data and the model will 

pick the best of it, defined as The Move Validator Model. This method overcomes the logically derived 

hard moves in chess by square root method. The CNN model is trained on 20K game options, which has 

2.5 lacks possible moves, made by chess players with ELO rating higher than 2K from the chess server 

which is freely accessible online. The Move Generator Model is trained on all these moves and the Move 

Validator Model is trained on all moves made by individual pieces. To train black moves we have used 

data augmentation with frames, for the Piece-move made on behalf of the opponent side. The model uses 

20% dataset for model validation and the rest 80% is used as training data. Our model provides 38.3% 

accuracy for move generation and accuracy levels for move validation for the pawn, rook, knight, bishop, 

queen and king is 52.20%, 29.25%,56.15%,40.54%,26.52% and 47.29% respectively.  

As of now our CNN model reflects simple moves performed locally, and the result is better than global 

moves. Finally, we have tested our CNN model with a sunfish chess engine, where out of a total of 100 

continuous runs 26 were draw matches and our model won 74 matches. Our approach suggests that the 

deep learning model layers in chess are successful in pattern recognition of small and local moves. Thus 

this approach can be used with real time user strategies and it will perform better with improved 

accuracy as it learns on more games played with Move Generation and Move Validator Model. 
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1. Introduction 

 

For so long chess has been played as an intellectual 

game but nowadays there is no perfect way to 

generate dynamic moves and validate the prediction. 

On the internet there are so many methods which 

work with some mathematical pre-programmed 

logics but these logics have some limitations to 

predict future moves. To fill this gap, we are working 

on an artificial intelligence system which can give us 

good accuracy in terms of long-standing AI and auto 

situation adaption. One of the research done by Clark 

and Storkey have reported a 44.4% accuracy for the 

prediction of professional moves in GO engine, a 

game known for the best abstract logical reasoning 
[2]

. These results show us if we train a good AI model 

based on several logical nodal architectures and pre-

validated dataset can give us best accuracies for 

move generation and validation towards winning the 

game. Such a design requires complex AI 

architecture and complex logic. 

The Approximation of convolutional neural network 

modelgenerates easy and faster arrangements for the 

move generation model while playing the game. By 

taking the features of generated model, each planned 

move validates using another CNN model. We are 

taking dashboard data in pixelated format in order to 
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provide images to the Open CV Library, which will 

directly appear on Chess Dash-Board. 

 
 

Fig[A]: Sunfish dashboard structure for Chess 

The move generation and validation takes place with 

some of the important features extracted from the 

previous 5 moves, some ML Constants, Pattern 

recognition by the ML Model, which will help CNN 

model to constantly produce best outputs. 

1.1. Challenges in Building CNN Model for Chess 

With so many similarities like the GO engine the 

chess is motivated towards heuristics with many 

pieces in different and short term tactics that will be 

able to build long term planned moves which takes 

the player towards winning the game. This tactic is 

very important because it will be beneficial for 

planning the root path and planning the relationship 

between rules and the chess pieces. The CNN 

algorithm can achieve pattern recognition in chess to 

identify the perfect move which will proceed with a 

high success rate towards the winning and strategy 

planning of the game. Although the chess board will 

not be able to shift the pieces smoothly, as each and 

every move generates a shift pattern in two pixels of 

8 x 8 board, that produces factors of 1 by 32. This is 

more accurate towards winning compared to one 

pixel out of a 19 x 19 board which causes 1/361 

decisions in one particular move. 

 
Fig[B]: GO Engine 

The main concept in this paper we focused on arethe 

logical patterns in chess that can be described in 

initial layers such as activation of the CNN Neural 

network. The main important factors such as 

defending or pawn chains are oftentimes best 

expressed by the method called heuristic and the 

logical information system. Our move generation 

model extracts feature from machine learning files, 

and imposes the same on our generation model and 

then validation model. The mathematical model that 

converts characters into data formats moves, spaces 

for example, “if the logical move performs in such a 

way that the pawn diagonally behind the piece” or in 

another case “bishop holds the central diagonal 

positions” which states that chess pattern from logical 

array and logic building needs is more characterized 

by specific features or structured information. By 

using such features our model already has an 

autonomous trained (CNN) engine that should 

support and help the use of different methods and 

alternate ways to predict appropriate moves. For 

strategy planning each move should look forward and 

make some adjustable functions with the support of 

evaluation functions.  

For example, “in our research we found out that the 

evaluation function uses domain- specific knowledge 

in afeatures based neural network learning model 

which maps the true conditions and time, being 

temporary bonds between chess board and the same 

kind of board move which the system needs to 

predict and generate perfect move 
[4]

.” 

The processes of move shifting which is happening 

on the board is caused to provide input from the 

evaluation function. The Evaluation function 
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generates the best suited move. Such an approach we 

are using for building move generation Model. 

1.2. Chess Reasoning as Pattern Recognition 

The pattern recognition classification model has 

several moves. Such moves are made without 

understanding why those moves are made but instead 

what pattern is inspiring for making such moves for a 

specified situation. Such a model can be called a 

precomputed model to predict the moves in a chess 

game for very little time latency while maintaining 

high accuracy. The approach generally followed by 

such designs for chess intelligences are divided into 

two parts and those are an evaluation function which 

generates move and search function which validates 

the perfect move by understanding the real scenario 

generated by CNN Model. Thus the evaluation 

function maintains a scoreboard which is relevant and 

relative to assess the model in terms of how often the 

model moves is likely to win. At the same time the 

move validation function uses a minimax method to 

evaluate the loop function. Our research states that 

chess is a finite method and moves with a solvable 

game, so this approach needs two succeeding 

methods like move generation and move validation 

type. Such methods help the developer to understand 

how often the model is performing the functions. 

 
Fig:[C] Min Max Logic Execution 

There are some limitations in the same AI model 

which can be improved by using Leap model which 

is widely used in chess to improve the limitations. 

The Leap model used for roof way navigation also 

has some search space for incorporation of chess 

principles which helps in move generation in 

evaluation function. It is not surprising that the 

Machine learning (ML) approach in chess is useful 

for producing the best results using pattern 

recognition on data points and labels which will have, 

False, if white is the losing side and True, for the 

winning side
[3]

. Whatever data that we are using here 

is considered as “samples” of the chess board where 

users can see actual outcomes. 

With the hope that optimal moves were played 

forward and that gives advantages to the chess board 

at the state manifested in the correct turnout of the 

game. For example, the player continues to play and 

behave their strategies and keep it optimum. Such 

optimum approach is correct towards the principle of 

AI development, thus for the same method we have 

to compromise with the short labelling for the 

dataset, also it can be little and will help to overcome 

the defects of the chess AI engine. 

1.3. Convolutional Neural Networks in Chess 

The CNN states that neural networks cannot 

adequately explain such tactical advantages because 

the forms and varieties of these conditions are too 

global across the chess board games and affected by 

extraordinary global variables
 [1]

. To obtain a good 

kind of accuracy we have trained a model on binary 

labelled images of win and loss. Such patterns are 

more useful for recognizing winning or losing game 

states, these corresponding associations of which are 

likely to be weak in most of the chess situations. For 

the same features we use small, local features to 

make chess moves in various and suitable forms just 

to understand the user tactics, this will help to make 

the chess game moves different and well placed for 

the task of a Convolutional Model. These features 

will be helpful for understanding patterns made by 

real human players. To achieve the same, we have 

created single-side labelling of the chess boards and 

used a designed process which randomly chooses a 

label from the chess board state with the move. This 

method captures the nature of every chess move to 

provide best efficiency. 

 

1.4. Approach 

 

In chess the biggest challenge was to train a model 

that would give best results for the number of moves 

generated in high numbers. Evaluating between so 

many options at every move to select the best move 

was important.  The class space for the next 

predictable move in the GO algorithm is always like 

a subset of 19x19=361, with all the possible positions 

together. But in chess there is generally an average of 
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50 possible moves given for any specific position, 

there are (8x8)2 = 4096 possible classes which a 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) would have to 

score. For the same in our algorithm we have decided 

to classify the challenge into 2 different parts (i.e 

Move Generation and Move Validation) using the 

new method.  To achieve this the process is firstly to 

train the CNN to generate the specific coordinates a 

piece needs to be moved. This process captures the 

specific piece under the attack or king piece that 

needs to be moved. The network takes as input a 

chess board representation and then outputs a 

probability distribution over the grid for how 

desirable the specific move is. It will take all rects 

and corners with or without pieces by undertaking 

opponent pieces clipped down to 0. In the next 

process the training will be done on 6 different chess 

pieces. Let’s take an example here, a 2 bishop neural 

network that takes chess board as input and PDF 

function as output on the whole board. The  rows and 

columns show accurate coordinates which suggest 

how often the bishop is in each rects and corner. By 

considering all the rects, corners and pieces bishop 

can’t move to a given chess board state clipped to 0. 

Thus we can generate an effective and efficient move 

by combining the piece selector (i.e. Move generation 

CNN) with all the moves selector network for the 

same we can use simple multiplication method where 

we can take the highest value as a prior move. To 

generate move coordinate we can use path estimation 

method which runs with argmax function which will 

generate 2 coordinates (i.e. X,Y) to move the piece in 

the respective place.  

The move generation method uses piece selection 

which actually cuts down all the probabilities to zero 

for the rest positions that will state that no next move 

has to be taken until the user plays. Mathematically 

each neural model now only has a class size of 64 

(i.e. rows 8 x columns 8) which makes the training 

time double by validating each move twice, thus to 

prevent this it will have to decide for a single 

position. This approach makes our model think like a 

human. Sometimes it may be that some moves can be 

made when the chess piece is under attack; this could 

happen because of the lack of move generation model 

training. For additional moves it will generate perfect 

moves using probability density functions. This 

method will use a combination of both the sets to be 

learned. This project extracts data assuming image 

model classification happened in a normal AI model, 

we also have taken advantage of the same techniques. 

Our experimentation and end results start with a 

small model and then increase it to fit sizes as per 

requirement of model. This practice makes our 

research move versatile in-terms of adjustability to 

the system. 

2. Technical Approach 

 

Above block diagram shows the architecture of 

execution and information flow plan. This block 

diagram has 6 main trained prototxt models which 

helps the project to shape up the information along 

with a mathematical array. This architecture has 2 

main research models, Move generation and Move 

Validation. 

 

 
 

Fig [D]: Project Architecture 
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2.1. Data Structure 

 

As shown in fig [E] our model has an 8x8x6 image 

array type of configuration, with two dimension’s 

covering the chessboard and six channels which 

represents each possible piece. Such a presentation 

used to show the perfect value of each piece.  

 
Fig [E] 8x8x6 chess board 

The difference between two chess pieces is not 

continuous and so cannot be measured on the same 

channel. Also we have generated one of the layers for 

both colours. For every colour, plus one to be 

denoted for friendly piece and for opponent piece 

minus one to be denoted.  

 

Image[A]: array structure representation of the chess 

board. 

The denotation and representation uses twelve layers 

which represents each piece of both colours as shown 

in the image [A]. It shows the conversion of the 

board to input image; there were seven datasets that 

the model is trained on. Firstly, the move selector 

called move generator with images and labelled 

coordinates that a chess piece was trained on. The 

first is the move selector set, with the help of labelled 

images and processed coordinates that forms a 

specified move. 

The images and labelled data and coordinates where 

the chess piece is moved to the last 6 remaining 

pieces. With our novel research we have found out 

that the move selector or move generator model 

needs largest data points and they should be in 

specified size. To be more focused it doesn’t matter 

which colour the algorithm is training from, the 

important part is that it should train from the same 

datasets of the same side of the chess board. To prove 

the same, we have performed a data augmentation 

model so that our model will be able to take both 

coloured chess pieces for efficient training which will 

double the dataset and enhance the model 

performance directly. Board orientation also plays a 

big role. The white chess pieces should play from 

even encoding side and black musty play from odd 

encoding side as shown in image[A], here black 

should play as like real time player or any human 

player also can play with the same side. 

2.2. AI Architecture 

The Artificial intelligence model of this project has 

outputs in the form of 3 dimensional array which has 

8x8x8 configuration. Which supports the PDF 

(probability density function) for mapping each move 

alongside, generating the featured data which inturn 

generates percentage probability outputs. To make 

this model more versatile we have used 3 layers of 

CNN model with maximum nodes of 32 to 128 nodal 

features.  

 

Fig[F]: Move Generation 
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Fig[G]: Move Validation 

With so many trials we found out that training 

models based on larger networks particularly the one 

with more layers, becomes more impossible in 

nature. The mapping that we have used in our model 

is a grid-search method which can help to set up the 

model in an efficient way for five different layers as 

shown in figure F and G. If the model has 3 layers 

instead of 5 with included model hyper-parameters it 

doesn't make any difference. We strongly suspect that 

because of too many parameters and nodes that will 

lose the model accuracy and it is hard to train on a 

basic device with too many layers. 

2.3 Move Generation 

 

Fig[H]: CNN Move Generation Model 

 

The above image shows, logical representation of 

move generation using Chess Data array (8x8x6). 

The move generation AI algorithm powered by CNN 

Neural Model which uses 2.5 Lack Trained Moves to 

generate the trained Model. 

 

This neural Model is trained on 3 Stage layers 

namely activation, relu, dense layers. The nodal 

configuration of the model is 6x126x256x1000,which 

helps each CNN neural node to extract optimum 

features from the input dataset. Such features are like 

free move options, 2 Staged Move Stacking, etc. 

 

By using these features the CNN model can predict 

the free path for planning all the possible moves 

during 1 go.  

 

For defining the directivity of chess pieces the model 

uses free stack function and simple mathematical 

logic which suggest planning for move direction. 

 

For example if the model runs for first go, firstly it 

will generate all the possible moves, out of which the 

model finds the best move by assessing potential to 

each chess piece. Once I know the potential the 

direction where to move to run is taken care of by a 

simple mathematical model. In this condition the 

model picks 11 potential and associated chess pieces 

move forward by 2 blocks just for the first go. 
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2.4 Move Validation 

 
Fig[I]: CNN Move Validation Model 

 

Once the potential of all the moves were generated, 

The CNN move validation model takes the best 

potential and starts virtual planning on the opponent 

move. As shown in fig H validation model has 

predicted 2 possible future moves which have best 

possibilities toward winning the game.  

 

The model gives first Priority to F1 moves because it 

has high benefits. 

 

The model data is processed under the array 8x8x6 

where 8 rows, 8 columns, 6 chess pieces, along with 

the same model uses general mathematical logic 

which helps CNN to validate move paths.  

 

3. Codes 

 

Image[B]: Code for Moves Test data  

Generator 
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Image[C]: Code for Move’s Test data  

Generator 

 

4. Result 

With so many trials and runs our model gives us 

decent accuracy and results. The move selector 

model has accuracy of 41.60%. These results may 

have varied from 35% to 42%. The move selector 

model selects the piece with local movement and 

performs much better than the piece's global 

movement on the chess globe. The 6 pieces’ pawn 

knight, and king performs and gives more accuracy 

of 54%, 60%, 50% respectively. Similarly, the 

remaining pieces such as queen, rook and bishop give 

significant accuracies like 28%, 32%, and 52% 

respectively. With many trials and runs our model 

gives us decent accuracy and results. The move 

generator model has accuracy of 41.60% while 

training the model. The model results may have 

varied from 35% to 42%. The move validator model 

selects the piece with local movement and performs 

much better than the piece's global movement on the 

chess board sunfish engine. The 6 pieces’ pawn 

knight, and king give move accuracy of 54%, 60%, 

50% respectively. Similarly, the remaining pieces 

such as queen, rook and bishop give significant 

accuracies like 28%, 32%, and 52% respectively. 
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5. Conclusion 

 

Designing a CNN Convolutional Neural Network and 

testing the same shows that learning on the end 

results of chess thinking, it is very essentially pre-

computing an evaluation function which actually 

tackles direct situations. This algorithm uses 7 useful 

and quick moderately successful techniques of the 

chess algorithm. This research also states some 

important methods such as falling short of teaching 

innovation and the creativity which needs 

convolution neural networks as we have explained 

and demonstrated the statistics of the model. Such a 

model can be locally subjective and can have 

characterizing capability with short term pieces that 

capture the short movement and make a strong 

decision on top of that. Not only that, sometimes with 

an opponent's strong moves the model can draw the 

matches as well. In this model and game, the creative 

moves or the choice of creative moves generates high 

difficulty with highly adapted and logical moves. The 

situation of one chess piece dynamically changing 

between two chess pieces on the chess board can 

completely reshape the CNN model environment for 

the same; the chess model creates wrong moves and 

makes decisions based on the situation. In our further 

study the move selector i.e. evaluation function needs 

more clever logic for making it smarter in earlier 

mentioned conditions. 
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